• We perform research and design for advanced C2 systems concepts.
THEORY AND PRACTICE IN OUR WORK USER EVALUATION PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
• We perform research and design for advanced C2 systems concepts.
• Our focus is on facilitating human performance in complex decision making tasks.
• Our approach is 'work-centered' (focused on the decision maker's 1st-person perspective and needs).
• Our objective is advancing the state of the art in C2 systems 'practice'.
• Our results advance the state of the art in analysis and design 'practice'.
• These practical advances sometimes involve advancing the state of the art in analysis and design 'theory'.
RELEVANCE OF OUR WORK-CENTERED INNOVATIONS
"FROM THE CENTER" -"TO THE EDGE"
• Our work-centered support tools give individual decision makers subject matter visualization affording them: • Quantitative evaluations have demonstrated significant performance gains over existing legacy systems.
• We have repeatedly provided an EFFECTIVE OPERATING PICTURE for particular roles / decision makers.
• IT'S RELEVANT TO THE CONFERENCE THEME BECAUSE: It can be seen as theorization in response to practices which themselves embody prior theorization.
IT ILLUSTRATES: The reciprocity between theory and practice at any given point as well as the manner in which these factors interact to guide progress over time.
WHAT WE'VE DONE: Established a framework for defining basic constructs and interrelating them with conventional interface or visualization concepts. • A structured specification for C2 battlespace symbology.
WHERE WE'RE GOING
• Provides a modular 'toolkit' for symbolizing discrete battlespace entities.
• PRO: 'Regularized' enough to afford 'cookie cutter' or 'template-driven' implementation.
• PRO: Imposes consistency.
• CON: Rigid enough to make it difficult to portray things not accounted for in the spec.
• CON: Limited 'richness' in portraying battlespace entities.
• MIL STD 2525 B offers a 21st Century protocol for depicting entities on a battlespace map.
• The battlespace map, however, is a 19th Century C2 support artifact.
• Such a battlespace map only affords the commander a 'chessboard' analogous to what one player uses in playing a game against a remote adversary (e.g., by mail).
• It affords little capacity for more deeply inspecting and analyzing the 'pieces' (battlespace entities).
• It affords no support for analyzing uncertainty (about either the 'pieces' or battlespace states).
LIMITATIONS OF MIL STD 2525 B
We seek innovative ways of augmenting MIL STD 2525 B for richer C2 visualization…
MIL STD 2525 B is fine for what it is, but …
KEEP THE USER FOCUSED ON THE OBJECT OF CONCERN Effective situation awareness + Proactive problem identification
Better / faster decisions / actions OUR INTENT: AUGMENTING MIL STD 2525 B We want to invent visualization innovations allowing:
• Exploitation of all data pertaining to a given battlespace entity
• Examination of a battlespace entity in terms of its role and implications across multiple referential contexts (not just geo-space)
Why? …
How? …
• We seek to augment -not supplant -MIL STD 2525 B.
• We seek to provide means for usefully visualizing uncertainty with respect to battlespace entity features.
• We seek to provide means for usefully visualizing uncertainty with respect to the overall state of the battlespace.
• We seek to provide richer representations for the entities portrayed on the battlespace display.
THE GOALS WE SET OUT TO PURSUE… OUTLINE
• Background: Mutual influence of theory and practice in our work -Beyond simple entity denotation.
-Provide additional or deeper information.
• A Knowledge Glyph is a 'Super-Icon' -Presentational utility is not limited to denoting the simple fact of an entity's existence and relative 'position.'
• A Knowledge Glyph is a 'Micro-Interface'
-Means for accessing additional data.
-Capable of dynamic manipulation.
• A Knowledge Glyph Interrelates Referential Contexts -Examine the entity from another system's contextual vantage.
-Maintain user focus on the current entity under examination.
• Whatever a 'glyph' may be, it needs to be defined in terms of being a visualization element associated with a given thing or 'entity'.
• This means the definition must account for the referential context underlying the visualization at hand as well as any additional contexts in which the entity is to be portrayed.
• A 'glyph' needs to be defined as something more than an 'icon'.
• We need to explain how the 'micro-interface' functional attribution fits into the otherwise 'structural' definitional framework.
• We need to account for implicit distinctions among 'data', 'information', and 'knowledge' (for our purposes).
